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Abstract 
At-Taubah 36-37 in the Qur'an is a clear guidance for any Muslim to use the Islamic 
Calendar for his/her mundane and spiritual lives. However, Muslims all over the world tend 
to use the Gregorian calendar in lieu of the Islamic calendar due to the latter's high degree of 
uncertainty. As an Islamic calendar falls short roughly by 11.53 days per annum with respect 
to the Gregorian calendar, every 30 years of its operation of any Muslim enterprise also falls 
short by about one year in the payment of the corresponding tithe (zakat) if it uses the 
Gregorian calendar as its time base management system. As Islam has existed about 1,400 
years, Muslims all over the world are now burdened by at least 40 years of unsettled zakat of 
the older generation if their zakat was calculated based on the Gregorian calendar. Rough 
calculation gives an estimated hypothetical amount of US$ 10 trillion of debt. Sadly, the 
burden is going on endlessly from one generation to the next. This paper shows that unless a 
drastic action is taken to apply an accurate Islamic calendar now, the next generation of 
Muslims will inherit the unsettled zakat of the current generation. 
A simulation using General Electric (GE) and Microsoft stock price for twenty years (1990¬ 
2009) is addressed in this paper. If ten million of their shares are owned by a group of 
Muslims, they hence fall short to pay the corresponding zakat that ranges between US 
150,000 and US$ 5 million (depending on its statistical annual price being used). In addition 
to that, in order to oversee the potential loss of zakat of the possession of precious metal, 
history price of gold for about twenty years is also used. A simulation of the possession of 1 
million oz 1 of gold shows that, the potential loss of compliant zakat according to shariah 
roughly stands at US$ 10 million. This brief simulation therefore demonstrates that the 
aforementioned hypothetical debt of US$ 10 trillion of the Islamic civilization might not be 
too away off. The use of an accurate Islamic calendar in shariah economy is therefore 
mandatory; otherwise the developed shariah economy is substantially flawed. 
1 1 ounce = 28.35 grams 
1 Introduction 
Muslims all over the world has drained their energy unnecessarily when they argue about the 
method in determining the beginning of an Islamic month (i.e. Islamic calendar). One group 
of Muslims supports the use of an astronomical calculation whilst the other is persistently in 
favor of the use of direct moon sighting method. The problem of the matter is the fact that the 
latter group is even persistent in objecting the beginning of an Islamic month to be calculated 
even when the crescent (hilal) is not visible for any possible reason (obstructed by haze, 
cloud, pollution), or even when the location of the observer on the earth's surface is 
overexposed by sun's light which makes them unable to see the crescent. This group tends to 
extent the current month to have a maximum number of days of thirty because a lunar month 
has either 29 or 30 days. This long controversy has inevitably caused reluctance among 
Muslims to use their own Islamic calendar. 
What we might not be able to perceive correctly is the fact that by neglecting the.use of an 
accurate Islamic calendar, Islam has been unnecessarily prevented from becorrting the prime 
driver of human's civilization development. One of the consequences caused by inexistency 
of the Islamic calendar, Muslims all over the world are then using the Gregorian calendar for 
their worldly life. Wages of a Muslim are paid according to the Gregorian calendar giving a 
consequence that a Muslim pays the corresponding alms and tithe also according to the 
Gregorian calendar. Likewise, an accounting system of a Muslim owned enterprise also uses 
the Gregorian calendar, although At-Taubah 39-40 clearly defines that Islam only recognizes 
an Islamic calendar. This pragmatic approach lias unconsciolliy caused Muslims indebted 
deeply accumulatively from one generation to the other. 
What we might not be able to see further an even bigger picture so far is the fact that an 
Islamic calendar actually falls short by 11.53 days per annum with respect the Gregorian 
calendar. Accordingly, for about thirty years of its business, a Muslim enterprise has 
unconsciously neglected one year of its prescribed tithe according to shariah accounting 
system. This paper demonstrates a simulated potential of unsettled zakat of a Muslim (or a 
group of Muslims) who owns ten million stocks of General Electric (GE) and Microsoft 
available through the stock market. One should bear in mind that the use of GE and Microsoft 
stock market in this study is solely just for the purpose of academic analysis. In addition to 
that, a simulation of a potential loss of the payable zakat of the collective possession of as 
much as one million oz of gold by Muslim all over the world is also shown in this paper. 
2 Reliability of Current Islamic Calendar 
A low reliability of Islamic calendar that has caused high reluctances among Muslims to use 
it is demonstrated in Table 1, which was accessed from three reputable Islamic organizations 
in the world. Islamic Finder claims to provide the prayer times for six million cities 
worldwide, and the most used software in any personal computer nowadays. Search Truth is 
also a reputable provider of prayer times for mobile phones worldwide. Accurate Times 
provides more comprehensive information related to Islamic calendar including prayer times, 
of course. All the above software are downloadable free of charge for public use. 
Dates Islamic Fimlei Seaich T I M tli Accuiiite Times 
1-Jan-09 Muharram 4,1430 Muharram 3,1430 Muharram 4,1430 
4-Feb-09 Safar9,1430 Safar8,1430 Safar8,1430 
5-Mar-09 Rabi al-Awwal8,1430 Rabi al-Awwal7,1430 Rabeea'Awwal8,1430 
B-Apr-09 Rabi al-Akhar10, 1430 Rabi al-Akhar9,1430 RabeeaThani 10,1430 
14-May-09 Jumada ai-Awwal 19,1430 Jumada al-Awwal 18,1430 Jamada Aula 19,1430 
10-Jun-09 Jumada al-Akhirah 17,143C Jumada Akhirah 16,1430 Jamada Akhirah 16,1430 
3-Jul-09 Rajab 10,1430 Rajab 9,1430 Rajab 10,1430 
29-Jul-09 Shaban7,1430 Shaban6,1430 Shaban6,1430 
24-Auq-09 Ramadan 3,1430 Ramadan 2,1430 Ramadan 3,1430 
Table 1: Differences of Islamic calendars according to well reputable organizations 
Table 1 provides information of the dates of the related Islamic months converted from the 
corresponding Gregorian calendar from January to August 2009. The first column shows the 
dates of the Gregorian calendar when the access to the software was carried out. Agreement 
between two complying software is highlighted. The table shows clearly that there is always 
disagreement between Islamic Finder and Search Truth, whilst Accurate Times has always 
agreement with either Islamic Finder or Search Truth. Putting aside which software is more 
reliable, one immediately will be able to conclude that the reluctance of Muslims to use their 
Islamic calendar is very obvious. The degree of uncertainty ofithe existinglslamic calendar is 
very high, and that is because there is something to do with the prerequisite that the crescent 
to mark the beginning of an Islamic month should be visible to the eye. One should bear in 
mind that this everlasting controversy is actually the main cause that makes Muslims 
reluctant to use their own calendar. Unfortunately, this has cost Muslims very dearly as will 
be shown in this paper. 
3 Precise benchmarking of Islamic and Gregorian calendars 
Saksono (2, 2009) shows that some verses in the Al-Qur'an especially Ya-Sin 39-40 have 
actually given a clear guidance to mark the beginning of an Islamic month. In addition to that, 
some prophetic sayings (hadiths) also convey sophisticated astronomical messages to mark 
the beginning of an Islamic month. Hence, the use of an astronomical calculation is actually 
an ultimate answer to regain Muslims confidence in the use of their own Islamic calendar. In 
order to analyze the potential anomaly of zakat calculated based on the Gregorian calendar 
with respect to the one prescribed according to shariah, a corresponding precise 
benchmarking of the Gregorian calendar with the Islamic calendar was calculated 
astronomically using astronomical software available in the public domain. However, in 
order to ensure bias free and highest accuracy obtained, different astronomical software were 
















1 1-Muharram 1411 22-Jul-90 10:54 19:18 19:34 0:16 3.6 0.03 
2 1-Muharram 1412 12-Jul-91 3:06 19:17 19:53 0:36 8.3 0.20 
3 1-Muharram 1413 1-Jul-92 20:18 
(306/1992) 19:16 20:09 0:53 12.1 0.41 
4 1-Muharram 1414 20-Jun-93 9:53 19:13 19:31 0:17 3.9 0.05 
5 1-Muharram 1415 9-Jun-94 16:27 19:11 19:13 0:02 0.5 0.01 
6 1-Muharram 1416 29-May-95 17:27 19:09 19:10 0:01 0.2 0.02 
7 1-Muharram 1417 18-May-96 19:46 (17/5(96) 19:08 19:55 0:47 11 0 029 
8 1-Muharram 1418 7-May-97 16:47 19:07 19:40 0:33 7.7 0.16 
9 1-Muharram 1419 27-Apr-98 (2604/98) 1908 20:06 058 136 0.43 
10 1-Muharram 1420 16-Apr-99 12:22 19:10 19:28 0:18 4.4 0.07 
11 1-Muharram 1421 5-Ant-OQ 14:12 19:12 19:51 0.39 9.5 0.23 
12 1-Muharram 1422 25-Mar-01 9:22 19:15 19:37 0:22 5.4 0.09 
13 1-Muharram 1423 14-Mar-02 10:03 19:18 19:37 0:20 4.9 0.07 
14 1-Muharram 1424 3-Mar-03 10:35 19:20 19:40 0:20 4.8 0.07 
15 1-Muharram 1425 20-Feb-04 17:18 19:21 19:28 0:07 1.7 0.05 
16 1-Muharram 1428 9-Feb-05 6:28 19:21 19:54 0:32 7.6 0.15 
17 1-Muharram 1427 30-Jan-06 22:15 
(29/01/06) 
19:20 20:12 0:52 12.2 0.38 
18 1-Muharram 1428 19-Jan-07 12:01 19:17 19:33 0:16 3.6 0.05 
19 1-Muharram 1429 9-Jan-08 19:37 
(08/01/08) 
19:13 20:01 0:48 10.9 028 
20 1-Muharram 1430 28-Dec-08 20:23 
(27/12m 
19:08 19:51 0:43 9.6 0.21 
21 1-Muharram 1431 17-08C-Q9 20:02 (16/1209) 
19:02 19:46 0:44 9.9 0.23 
22 1-Muharram 1432 6-Dec-10 13:36 18:57 19:33 0:36 8.0 0.16 
Table 2: Benchmarking of Gregorian & Hijri Calendars and hilal characteristics in 
1990-2010 
(Geographical base for computation: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia) 
Characteristics of crescent during the twenty-year period are also given in the table, although 
their detailed information is too technical to be discussed in such a meeting. For the sake of 
practicality, some basic assumptions are given: 
1. The agreed Islamicsaccounting system is coincident with 1-Muharram to mark the 
first day of an Islamic accounting year; 
2. The number of shares involved for the study is ten million shares. This, by all 
means, is a moderate assumption as the transaction of GE and Microsoft stocks 
once reached more than 750 million shares in a single day. Bear in mind that, the 
10 million shares in the study is actually an assumption of collective ownership by 
all Muslims in the world; 
3. The collective possession of gold is one million oz (1 ounce = 28.35 grams). This 
ib also considered to be a moderate assumption, whilst a nisab (minimum 
possession of gold for a Muslim during certain period of time (haul) which is 
subject to zakat equates to some 80 grams); 
4. Prescribed zakat is 2.5% per annum of the asset value; 
5. Until a statistical measure of the share price over an accounting system that 
complies with shariah is agreed in the future, various statistical measures are used 
namely: the average, the median, the maximum, the minimum and the price at a 
closing date of the corresponding year. 
4 Case study I: GE stock market 
Earlier this year, a well-known business & financial magazine, Forbes, ranked the General 
Electric Company as the largest company in the world. This multinational technology and 
service company was initially set up by Thomas Edison by bringing together his businesses 
under a business flag of Edison General Electric back in the late nineteenth century. A few 
years later, he merged this company with Thomson-Houston Company under a new business 
entity called the General Electric in 1892. In 1896, GE was one of the first twelve companies 
listed at Dow Jones stock market that was established by the Wall Street. 
GE price history can be accessed from GE's websites providing the volatility information of 
its shares. However, this study only uses twenty years of its history stock price from 1999¬ 
2009 as shown in Figure 1. Pricewise, the lowest occurred on October 26, 1990 at adjusted 
close price of US$ 4.21 with the transaction volume reached 23,842,800 shares, whilst the 
highest happened on August 28, 2000 with a transaction volume of 12,556,000 shares and the 
share price of US$ 60.00. In the mean time, based on its volume of transaction, the lowest 
occurred on May 17, 2007 with only 4,700 shares at the price closed at US$ 36.53. The 
transaction peak occurred on March 4. 2009 with transaction volume of 752,584,806 shares at 
the price of US$ 6.69 (sec Table 3, Figures 1 and 2). 
Pate Trans Volume Ailj Close 
(USS) 
Description 
10/26/1990 l | ! « i | i t lowest& highest pnce 
5/17/2007 4,700 36 53 lowest & lugiiest traiisactioii volume 3/4/2009 752,584,806 6.69 
Table 3: Extreme prices and transaction volumes of General Electric (GE) stocks 1990¬ 
2009 
Year 
Figure 1: General Electric stock market price (1990 - 2009) 
(data source: http://www.ge.com) 
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Figure 2: Transaction volume of GE stocks (1990-2009) 
(data source: http://www.ge.com) 
4.1 Anomaly of calculated zakat based on the Gregorian calendar 
Based on the benchmark and the abovementioned basic assumptions, the zakat for the assets 
is then calculated for both calendar systems, and the results are given in Table 4. The left part 
of the table (columns 1-6) is calculated zakat based on the Gregorian calendar, whilst the 
right part (columns 8-13) is calculated zakat based on the islamic calendar. For verification 
purpose, columns 7 and 14 show the number transaction days in each year just to show that 
we are conducting apple to apple comparison for the calculated zakat. 
Anomaly of paid zakat based on Gregorian calendar from the shariah compliance according 
to the Islamic calendar is given in Table 4. The table demonstrates the fact that irrespective of 
the volatility of the share price along the period of twenty years, and whatever statistical 
measure we are using for die calculation base, the calculated zakat based the Gregorian 
calendar is consistently less than the payable zakat when it is calculated based on the Islamic 
calendar. The table shows that if wc are using the annual average price, Muslims then fall 
short to pay their shariah compliant zakat some two million US dollars along their twenty 
years of the possession of the assets. 
1 
GREGORIAH CALENDAR ISLAMIC CALENDAR 
1 2 3 4 5 8 7 S 9 10 11 12 •" 14 
Year Average Median Maximum Minimum Clew Trans Day* Vear Average Median Maximum Minimum ClOM Trans Days 
1990 1 303.885 1 312.500 1562 500 1 052.083 1 19S.417 253 1 1410 762 209 769.123 839 223 717 310 377.371 140 
2 1991 1.450.409 1.466. CJ2 1.614 533 1,119 792 %mm 253 2 1411 1.336.612 1.380708 1614.533 1.052 083 1,562 500 246 
3 1992 1 617 500 1 608.C2" 1.822 917 1.518125 1781250 254 3 1412 1.536.782 1.666.354 1 677.083 1 299 583 1.619 7S2 246 
4 1993 1.S57.347 1 981.667 2 223 953 1 705.625 2 is*;7»2 253 4 1413 1.738.258 1,739 *83 1992 083 1 528 542 1976 453 245 
S 1994 2.065,436 2.041.65- 2,286 458 1,901 250 2,125.000 252 5 1414 2.078.644 2.046,875 2 266458 1.942 ?08 2 805 41? 245 
6 1995 2.452 082 240S.S;: 3,025.833 2.093 750 3 000 000 252 6 1415 2,119 398 2.083,333 2463.750 1 901 250 2.349 IS? 245 
7 1996 3 555.651 3512.917 4 375.000 2.927.083 4 119583 254 7 1416 2,827.581 2.770.833 3.385.417 2 317 917 3 386 417 247 
8 1S97 5 199.191 5.126666 6330 833 4 067 500 6,114,166 253 6 1417 3.975 802 4062.291 4.864.583 3.307 033 4864 633 244 
9 1996 7 052,959 7.072.916 S.604.166 5.963.333 9.499.899 252 9 1416 5.961.634 5.885.000 7.312,499 4 822 916 5 969.166 244 
10 1999 9 621.421 9 364.166 13291665 7.599.999 12995 332 252 10 1419 7,668,945 7.530 833 9.744.999 5 963 333 9 374,999 245 
11 2000 12.955.636 13.018,749 15,000 000 10426 666 •ft,38S9M» 252 11 1420 10.462.570 10.075.416 13 583.332 6 390 833 12 833 332 246 
12 2001 10.870,423 10,846.250 13,350.000 7,532 500 1M2000D 248 12 1421 12.B90973 13.000,000 15 000,000 9 425 000 9,997 500 244 
13 2002 7.734.375 7.6OO.0OO 10.387.500 5,500,000 6087500 252 13 1422 10,506,240 10.222.500 13 350 000 7 592 500 10 000.000 240 
14 2003 7011.716 7 133.7:; 8027 500 6,512 £00 j mm 252 14 1423 7.114 547 6.887.500 10.102.500 6 500 000 6.012 500 243 
15 2004 8.213,722 8.198.750 9,370.000 7.295 000 9125 000 252 15 1424 7.343.061 7.262,500 8.547.500 5,837 500 3150000 245 
16 2006 8.801,504 8 875,000 9 295 000 8.170.000 8 762.500 251 16 1425 3.25S74S 6,225000 9 370.000 •295 : 9 107.500 245 
1? 2006 3587 629 3 567.500 9.502 500 6 027 500 *.mm 251 17 1426 8.770 556 8 325.000 9.295.000 8 170 COO 8237 500 243 
18 2007 9.452,500 9.395.000 10.530 000 3.522 500 9,2WM!l 251 16 142? 8.624.764 8.583.750 9.527.EO0 8.027 500 9 500 000 244 
19 2008 6994.314 7 242.500 9 607.500 3.210.000 i 050 000 263 19 1428 9.444 541 9.332500 10 530 000 8 522 500 6 860 000 245 
20 2009 2 989.167 3.O300OO 4 267 500 1 665.000 1195 000 114 20 1429 6,969.169 7.242.600 9.607.500 3 210 000 3 992 500 245 
zakat paid. 119 943.267 120 090 309 144.425 413 96 300.205 123 049.738 4904 21 1430 1.433679 1.442.28? 2029.665 791 390 1 $19 573 117 
Zakat payable according to syariah 








96300 : ' 5 
Zakat anomaly cored I 1,963.442 \ 893.0761 3:74B.2M 1315~53T 
123 205 2?4 
123 049 '88 
Table 4: Anomaly of payable tithe of GE stocks calculated based on Gregorian 
calendars 1990 - 2009 
5 Case study II: Microsoft stock market 
Listed under the market name of MSFT with NASDAC (National Association of Securities 
Dealers Automated Quotations), Microsoft is a multinational computer technology tycoon, 
and is the proprietor of world's most popular operating systems Microsoft Windows and 
application software Microsoft Office. It was established in the mid-1980s but was 
skyrocketing to become a giant corporation in short period of time. The launch of its stocks 
for the first time to the public at an initial public offering (IPO) in 1986, has changed its CEO 
and other three top management to become billionaires, and as many as 12,000 of its 
employees turned to be millionaires. 
Yahoo Finance shows that Microsoft stock market for about twenty years from early 1990 up 
to July 21, 2009 is less volatile than the GE (see Figure 3). Volume-wise, the largest 
transaction happened on June 6, 1994 with a transaction volume of 764,504,000 slocks at an 
adjusted close price of $2.82/stock. In the mean time, the lowest transaction v@hime of 
3,705,600 stocks occurred on August 8, 1992 at an adjusted close price of $1.84. Price-wise, 
for the aforesaid period, Microsoft stock was closed lowest on January 15, 1990 at adjusted 
price of $0.49 involving a transaction volume of 62,467,200. the highest price occurred on 
December 27, 1999 at an adjusted close price of $49.17 involving a transaction volume of 
32,202,200. Historical chart of stock price volatility of Microsoft is shown in the following 
figure (see Table 5, Figure 3 and Figure 4). 
ill.,,.,. 
Date Trans Volume Adj Close 
<$) 
Description 
1/15/1990 62,467,200 0 49 Lowest & highest prices 
12/27/1999 32,202.200 49.17 
8/6/1992 3,705,600 1.84 Lowest & highest transaction volume 
6/671994 764,504,000 2.81 
Table 5: Extreme prices and transaction volumes of Microsoft stocks 1990-2009 
Year 
Figure 3: Microsoft stock market price (1990 - 2009) 
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Figure 4: Transaction volume of Microsoft stocks (1990-2009) 
(data source: Yahoo Finance) 
Similar to the zakat anomaly calculation of ten million shares ofiGrl, the benchmark and the 
abovementioned basic assumptions, the zakat for the assets is then calculated for both 
calendar systems, and the results are given in Table 6. The left part of the table (columns 1-6) 
is calculated zakat based on the Gregorian calendar, whilst the right part (columns 8-13) is 
calculated zakat based on the Islamic calendar. The number of transaction days in the 
Gregorian calendar (columns 7) is in agreement with the transaction days in the Islamic 
calendar (column 14). 
Anomaly of paid zakat based on Gregorian calendar fr©m the shariah compliance according 
to the Islamic calendar is also given in this tabic. The table demonstrates the fact that 
irrespective of the volatility of the share price along the period of twenty years, and whatever 
statistical measure we are using for the calculation base, the calculated zakat based the 
Gregorian calendar is consistently less than the payable zakat when it is calculated based on 
the Islamic calendar. If wc are using the annual average price as the basis for the calculation, 
the paid zakat is then less about US$ 2.8 million than the shariah compliant one. If we are 






1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 • j 14 
rear Average Median Maximum Minimum LIOM Trans Days Vear Average Median MaKimirm Minimum ClOM Trarw Days 
1990 216119 217014 275:1» 149,-*.' 26*845 253 1410 207,932 201.389 275.174 149,523 264 340 140 
2 19S1 402,605 382 813 57S.42T 255,208 57S427 253 2 1411 293,315 278.863 394.965 179.688 548 875 246 
3 1992 626471 626000 742. m 521.464 666 as: 254 3 1412 541,610 664.453 684.896 341 146 54S875 246 
4 1993 662.185 652 344 751.953 564,668 629 883 253 4 1413 657.952 674,805 751.953 531,250 683 594 245 5 1994 801 273 811.523 voos.m 614.258 955078 252 5 1414 652,770 642.578 851.563 554 688 S12.5M 245 g 1985 1.297 633 1,363.281 1.7M.125 921,3'5 f.371.054 252 6 1415 973,074 955.078 1,394 531 746.094 1.367.138 245 
7 1996 1.866054 1.875.977 2S71S7S 1 2S2.---. 2 582 031 254 7 1416 1469 550 1.474.60? 1,859375 1 252.930 18211125 247 
3 1997 3.779 830 4.023.433 " 4 671875 2.550.". 4 039063 253 3 1417 2432.904 2.243.164 3.796 876 1 728516 3.666 016 244 
9 1998 6.167 731 6.218.760 8.972856 3 968.760 8667 969 252 9 1413 4431.929 4.263.672 6,178 688 3 597 656 6 757,813 244 
10 199S 10.943.151 10.871.094 14 898 625 a.312,500 14 693 750 252 10 1419 7 665.305 6.957.031 11,867188 5.210.938 11 109 375 245 
11 2000 9.527.365 8.812.500 14578375 5.187.500 5421,875 252 11 142C 11615.789 11,531.250 U890S2S 9.531.250 11.070,375 246 
12 2001 7,814.780 7.921.875 9210000 S.421.:"5 8231.250 249 12 1421 8 114.466 8.289.125 11.132 876 5.187.500 7.070.375 245 
13 2002 6.818681 6.730.000 8742600 5 353.750 6662.500 252 13 1422 8.007.465 8.134.375 9 210.000 6.213750 7.762,500 240 
14 2003 6,525.1)23 6.496.250 7490 000 5 700.000 6 842.600 252 14 1423 6.509,383 6.535.000 7.811250 5.353.750 5 926.080 243 
15 2004 6.778.676 6,805.000 7495000 6.037.500 6.680.000 253 15 1424 6.611.258 6,662.600 7 490 000 6 700 000 6.615,000 245 
16 2005 6466,357 6,430.000 7.040000 5 980.000 6537.500 251 16 1425 6.742,520 6.765.000 7.495.000 8037 400 6.560,030 246 
17 2006 5.576.388 6,727.600 7S47.50O 6 377 500 7.465.0BO 251 17 1426 6 474,379 6,425.000 7.040.000 6 980 000 6.947.500 243 
16 200? 7.609.350 7.480,000 9J85D00 6 680.300 8 900 000 252 16 1427 6.611.730 6,742.600 7.882 500 5 377 600 7.76O.00O 243 
13 2008 6 660 367 6.901 250 3 842500 4 382 500 4,860.800 252 19 1428 7.631,326 7.488,750 9 265 000 6 630,000 8.362530 246 
20 2009 4837 318 4,828 750 6017.500 3 787,500 5.837.500 122 20 1429 6643.929 8 89760C 8.61Q.30Q 4 382 500 4.782,5*1 246 
2a«atp»id: 96 379 349 96 174 363 122,489.038 73 510.122 101 730,356 4914 21 1430i 4 836,700 4,830.000 «,«17.6W 3.767.500 SJ37.5O0 125 
Zakat payable according w syatiah. 99176.935 98,456 642 124.820 957 78 523 676 105 255.950 4914 
Zakat baser) on Gregorian calendar 98.379.349 96,174 356 122.489 038 73,610.122 101 730.356 
tikat anomaly wed' I 2 796.586 1 2 282 2851 3,3}1,918i 6 013 555 1 3,525,6941 
Table 6: Anomaly of payable zakat of Microsoft stocks calculated based on Gregorian 
calendars 1990 - 2009 
6 Case Study III: Gold price in twenty years 
Gold has not only been a symbol of luxury of worldly life, but also in eternity life in the 
hereafter. However, Allah also warns us as gold might become a potential idol which will 
distract one from his/her ultimate devotion to Allah. Antagonistic symbol of this precious 
metal is so important so that Allah immortalizes it as the name of a chapter in the Qur'an 
(Az-Zukhruf or ornament of gold). In order to prevent one from excessive love to this symbol 
of luxury, possession of gold in excess of certain amount (nisab) for a certain period (haul) is 
subject to a corresponding zakat payable to the poor. 
In order to have a comprehensive picture of potential loss of the payable zakat, precious 
metal price is also used in the study. History of gold price since 1970 can be accessed and is 
available from http://www.usagold.com/, although this study truncated the simulation using 
the gold price only from 1990 to 2009. Price-wise, the lowest occurred on. July 20, 1999 at 
the bottom price of $252.80/oz, whilst the highest happened on March 17, 2008 at amazing 
price of $1,011.25/oz. Daily volatility of the gold price is given in Figure 5, However, there is 
no information regarding history of its sales available from USA Gold Reference Library. 
A simulation of a potential loss of the payable zakat is conducted with an assumption that as 
much as one million oz of gold is collectively owned by Muslim all over the world. Again 
different statistical measures (average, median, maximum, minimum, and close) are used. 
Benchmarking of the Islamic and Gregorian calendars is the same as what has been used for 
previous stock price study (see Table 7). 
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$ 1 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 
, $ 8 0 0 . 0 0 
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| $ 2 0 0 . 0 0 
I $ 0 . 0 0 
Figure 5: History of gold prices 1970-2009 
(data source: http://www.usagold.com) 
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Zakat based on Gregorian calendar: 
Zakat anomaly owed: 
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Table 7: Anomaly of payable zakat of the possession of 1 million oz of gold 1990 - 2009 
The table shows clearly that the use of Gregorian calendar lias created a potential loss of the 
payable zakat according to shariah. The table also gives a consistent potential loss in the 
order of US$ 10 millions regardless of any statistical measures being used as the base of the 
calculation. 
7 Conclusions 
This paper briefly demonstrates that the use of an Islamic calendar is mandatory for a 
flawless Islamic capital market, especially if it corresponds with the obligation according to 
shariah. On top of that, the use of an accurate Islamic calendar is mandatory for any spiritual 
and worldly lives of any Muslim. Further hesitation to use an accurate Islamic calendar will 
drag the next generation of Muslim to bear the unsettled zakat committed by the previous 
generation. Unless Muslims all over the world take a drastic action to use the Islamic 
calendar for the developed shariah economy and capital market, there appears a shariah 
consequence that the future generation of Muslims will inherit unsettled zakat of the previous 
generation. This will be accumulatively carried over from one generation to the other 
endlessly unless Muslims are firmed to act swiftly to change the currently Gregorian calendar 
with the Islamic calendar as the basis of its time base management. 
Despite it seems to be too early to come to a conclusive hypothetical figure of US$ 10 trillion 
potential loss of the unpaid zakat during Muslims' 1400 civilization, this study has 
demonstrated that the actual loss is actually huge. Therefore, the above hypothetical potential 
loss might not be too away off. This amount is about one third of the total revenues of some 
2000 world's largest companies (worth US$ 32 trillion), or one-tenth of their assets (worth 
US$ 125 trillion) according to Forbes. 
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